ASSUMPTION OF RISK and WAIVER OF LIABILITY
Read and understand before signing. If you do not understand, ask for clarification.

I, _____________________________________________[print name], in consideration for permission from the Maritime Archaeological & Historical Society, Inc., ["MAHS"] to participate in activities conducted, coordinated, or sanctioned by MAHS, do hereby assume all risks of injury or loss to person, life, or property that I may sustain during my participation in and by travel to and from such activities; and I voluntarily and forever waive, discharge, and release all claims against MAHS and all officers, directors, and members thereof related to any injury or loss to person, life, or property. This assumption of risk and waiver of liability shall apply to and bind me and all my heirs, executors, personal representatives, beneficiaries, attorneys, agents, underwriters, and others who may have a derivative claim for recovery on my behalf.

In the event I participate in SCUBA diving activities, I certify that I have been well trained in SCUBA diving; that I understand and voluntarily assume the risks and dangers involved in skin diving and SCUBA diving generally, the risks and dangers involved in archaeological diving specifically, and the risks and dangers involved in the MAHS activities in which I choose to participate; and that I have acquired the level of knowledge and experience needed to assess those risks reasonably and to undertake those activities safely.

I HAVE READ THIS ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY, AND I UNDERSTAND AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ITS CONTENTS.

________________________________________  ______________________________
Signature of diver (or parent or guardian if minor)    Date

________________________________________  ______________________________
Witness Signature        Print Witness Name